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lan hybrid — is no longer on the 
market. It should be noted as well 
that Vincentric compares the Honda 
Insight to the Honda Civic Hybrid 
and the Toyota Prius to the Toyota 
Corolla, which aren’t exactly “ap-
ples-to-apples.” 

The lists show that lifecycle costs 
for luxury hybrids can swing wildly 
when compared to their gas-only 
counterparts. Some models, such as 
the Lincoln MKZ hybrid and Lexus 
hybrids, fare well, while others, 
such as the VW Touareg Hybrid and 
BMW X6 ActiveHybrid, have pro-
hibitive cost differentials. 

A HYBRID SURPRISE
Among the obvious and popular 
names on the list, one less recog-
nized hybrid stands out — the Lin-
coln MKZ Hybrid. Lincoln might 
not be the fi rst automaker that comes 
to mind for hybrids, yet its MKZ fuel 
sipper returns the best cost of own-
ership differential over its gas-only 
brother. It’s not hard to understand 
why, as the MKZ hybrid is offered at 
the same price as the standard MKZ. 
This hybrid also offers the most fuel 
economy savings of any hybrid-ICE 
vehicle in the report.

The Lincoln MKZ hybrid also 
fared well in the Union of Concerned 
Scientists’ latest “Hybrid Score-
card,” winning many categories. The 
scorecard analyzes the hybrids that 
deliver the most environmental sav-
ings combined with the best cost and 
feature benefi ts to consumers. 

The MKZ Hybrid bests all others 
in the Environmental Improvement 
Score, is only one of three vehicles 
given the Superior Value rating and 
is not listed as having any “forced 
features.”

All in all, analyzing hybrids’ life-
cycle numbers is a worthy task to see 
which vehicles return the best bang 
for their buck. The endeavor should 
make you take a look at some hybrids 
you never would have considered.

For industry reports and costs of 
ownership data for more than 2,000 
vehicles confi gurations, visit www.
vincentric.com.  BF

HYBRID MODEL DATA AVERAGES*
Average hybrid price premium over ICE engine: $8,494

Average hybrid cost of ownership premium: $4,643 
Average hybrid fuel cost savings: $3,505

HYBRID TOTAL COST DIFFERENTIALS

Compared to comparable internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles

n 2011 Lincoln MKZ Hybrid  ...........................................................................(-4,438)

n 2011 Mercury Milan Hybrid  ..................................................................... (-$2,100)

n 2011 Honda Insight ..................................................................................... (-$1,627)

n 2012 Toyota Camry Hybrid  ......................................................................... (-$481)

n 2011 Lexus HS 250h  ....................................................................................... ($281)

n 2011 Toyota Prius  ............................................................................................. ($851) 

n 2011 Lexus RX 450h  ....................................................................................($1,591)

n 2011 Porsche Cayenne S Hybrid  ...............................................................($1,966)

n 2011 Mercedes-Benz ML 450H  .................................................................($2,616)

n 2011 Hyundai Sonata Hybrid  .....................................................................($2,640)

n 2012 Ford Fusion Hybrid  ............................................................................($2,664)

n 2011 Mercury Mariner Hybrid  ...................................................................($2,867)

n 2011 Honda Civic Hybrid  ...........................................................................($2,982)

Red indicates positive cost differential.

HYBRID FUEL ECONOMY DIFFERENTIALS

Compared to comparable ICE vehicles

n 2011 Lincoln MKZ Hybrid  ........................................................................ (-$6,294) 

n 2011 Lexus CT 200h  .................................................................................. (-$5,218)

n 2011 Cadillac Escalade Hybrid  ................................................................. (-$5,087)

n 2011 Toyota Highlander Hybrid  ............................................................... (-$5,049)

n 2011 Lexus RX 450h  .................................................................................. (-$4,851)

n 2011 GMC Sierra 1500 Hybrid  ............................................................... (-$4,698) 

n 2011 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 Hybrid  ................................................. (-$4,698) 

HYBRID LOWEST OVERALL FUEL COSTS

n 2011 Toyota Prius II  ......................................................................................($5,955) 

n 2012 Honda Civic Hybrid  ...........................................................................($6,714) 

n 2011 Lexus CT 200h  ....................................................................................($7,102) 

n 2011 Honda Insight .......................................................................................($7,153) 

n 2012 Toyota Camry Hybrid  ........................................................................($7,187) 

n 2011 Lincoln MKZ Hybrid  ..........................................................................($7,655) 

*Based on Vincentric data and analysis of 27 hybrid models

2012 Lincoln MKZ Hybrid


